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The submitted diploma thesis describes main characteristics of corporate taxation of selected 

countries. Knowledge of tax impact on financial situation belongs to main tasks of good 

financial management. Taxes as a part of corporates´ expenses and as a specific kind of 

corporates´ expenditures play significant role in a lot of financial decisions. Moreover, 

globalization may influence corporates´ determination of a place of tax residency. The thesis 

concentrates on this fact and that is why the selected topic can be assessed as relevant and 

appropriate to study.  

The main aim of diploma thesis as a part of introduction is stated clearly and precisely with 

regard to the content of the thesis. When it comes to the goal of the thesis it can be declared it 

has been met. 

Thesis are divided, except introduction and conclusion, into three individual chapters. First 

theoretical part, which is included in the chapter two, is devoted to description of general aspects 

of taxes and taxation. The author starts description with main general information about tax 

functions, tax classification, main tax elements and moreover main aspects and characteristics 

of corporate income tax. All data presented by the author can be assessed as correct without 

serious errors and inaccuracies. Third chapter shows a picture of author´s ability to find out 

relevant information, to point out essential data and to emphasize it into the text. According to 

the wide spectrum of information source, which are available to subject who is interested in 

identification main aspects of corporate income tax, it can be confirmed that is not easy to 

choose relevant data, to understand them correctly and to process them in such a way as to 

emphasize the most important facts respecting task to compare data. With regard to this it may 

be confirmed that author managed to pass over it without fatal mistakes and misunderstanding. 

Further important fact which is obvious from the text is that author has to pass a lot of tax details 

of selected countries and it is clear that author has spent a lot of time to pass all of them and to 

create the relevant text. This fact is moreover declared in citations which are used in this part 

of the thesis.  

The practical part is concentrated on details of comparison. The author provides very users 

friendly way of it. Firstly she passes through individual tax aspects across all countries and 

results of her observation are put into the tables so that main differences or similarities could 

be clear. Data put in the tables shows author´s good knowledge of corporate tax area and 

represents her analytic ability. Identified differences and similarities are presented by created 

model company with model data situation in order to show final impact of them on corporate´s 

tax liability. Creation of the model situation is not easy task and this fact is necessary to take 

into account. With regard to it author´s model can be evaluated positively. The model shows 

that the author has managed to do it very well because model data shows impact of different 

tax system on corporate´s tax liability and its tax burden.  In conclusion it can be stated that 

author´s selected way of processing is relevant to selected topic and it contributes to create 

comparison providing interesting information and sufficient overview about corporate taxation 

of selected countries. 



With regard to formal aspects of thesis it has not been identified substantial fatal mistakes and 

omissions but only minor failure in meeting formal standards. 

 

In conclusion the diploma thesis may be recommended to defence. 
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